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BACKGROUND

ANALYSES & RESULTS

q Visual perception of individual letters recruits the visual association area,
fusiform gyri (FuG), and motor regions, typically including the left dorsal
precentral gyrus (L dPrG), left ventral precentral gyrus/middle frontal gyrus,
and left inferior frontal gyrus (L IFG).1,2
q Similar regions are found when literate adults write letters, even without
seeing them.2
q All of these regions respond most
strongly for letterforms with which the
observer has experience handwriting.1,3
q Preliterate children show increased
functional connections between
L FuG and L dPrG and L IFG after
printing experience, and the L FuG –
L IFG connection is letter-specific.4

§letter perception
§letter writing

Ø Do visual and motor brain systems support adult handwriting and letter
perception? If so, do these regions demonstrate functional connectivity
during handwriting and/or letter perception?

Whole Brain Contrasts
ROI Analyses
(1) Do the motor and visual brain
regions involved in letter writing respond
differently to handwritten vs. typed letters?
(2) Do brain regions that respond strongest
for handwritten letters respond differently during
handwriting than during passive viewing?
(3) Do brain regions that respond strongest for
typed letters respond differently during handwriting
than during passive viewing?
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Additional Motion Correction:
(due to hand movements during task)

• Spike Regression5:
• Motion Regression6:
• Phase Regression7:

0.05 mm threshold
6 rigid-body motion parameters
average change in phase
across slices
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(2) SELECT SEED VOXELS
Goal: Generate physiological predictors.
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r2 = 0.35 (own, static) (typed, static)
Condition: F(1, 57) = 9.1, p <.01
Region: F(1, 57) = 18.4, p < .05
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Condition: F(2, 90) = 7.3, p <.01
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r2 = 0.57 (ink) (no ink) (replay) (static)
Condition: F(3, 133) = 14.2, p <.001
Region: F(1, 133) = 29.2, p < .001
Condition x Region: F(3, 133) = 3.4, p < .05

Motor Contrast

Visual Contrast

Visual Contrast

(seed: motor component)

(seed: overlapping of motor, visual, and
handwriting perception in L IPS)

(seed: visual component)
z = 44

Psychophysiological Predictors:
Element-wise multiplication of
Psychological and Physiological
predictors, 1:p for t=t1:T.
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Individual ROIs were then used as seeds in a gPPI functional connectivity analysis to determine if any of these regions
demonstrated functional connectivity during handwriting and letter perception that was more associated with the motor or
visual components.8 No functional connections were found with the right and left FuG seeds for any contrast.

Error terms:
Error for each
time point, t=t1:T.

Physiological Predictors:
BOLD signal from seed
region for t=t1:T.
•correspond to SEED activity

Perceiving typed letters:
right FuG and left FuG

*

Functional Connectivity Analyses

Psychological Predictors:
Predicted time courses
for each task,
1:p for t=t1:T.
•correspond to TASK on/off
•convolved with HRF

y = -63
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(4) PERFORM A SECOND GLM ANALYSIS
USING THE GPPI DESIGN MATRIX.
Goal: Determine task-dependent functional connectivity with the seed.
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Linear mixed effects analysis of the
relationship between condition and region in
predicting peak signal change.
Fixed Effects: condition, region
Random Effect: subject

Response Variable:
BOLD signal time
course for t=t1:T.
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(3) CREATE GPPI DESIGN MATRIX
Goal: Generate psychophysiological predictors.
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All ROIs were defined using individual
functional and anatomical criteria.
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Scanning Protocol:
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VOXEL-BYVOXEL GLMS

Participants: 20 literate 19-25 year-old adults (10 males)

Perceiving Handwriting: Watch Letters (own) > Watch Letters (typed)
Perceiving Typed Letters: Watch Letters (typed) > (implicit baseline)

RFX GLM, pvox < .0001, pclust < .001

(1) PERFORM A GLM ANALYSIS
Goal: Generate psychological predictors.

METHODS

Writing: Write Letters (ink) > (implicit baseline)
Motor Component: Write Letters (ink) > Watch Letters (dynamic replay)
Visual Component: Write Letters (ink) > Write Letters (no ink)
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pvox < .05, clust. corr. at 50 voxels
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L

pvox < .05, clust. corr. at 25 voxels

CONCLUSIONS
q Handwriting is a complex visual-motor task that relies more heavily upon bilateral ventral-temporal cortex for the visual component and more
heavily upon right ventral-temporal and frontal cortex for the motor component. Parietal cortical regions appear to be associated with both visual and
Motor
motor components, with the parietal motor component being located ipsilateral to its frontal counterpart.
q Handwriting perception relies upon different areas within ventral-temporal cortex than typed-letter perception;
however, both regions respond stronger during handwriting than any handwriting subtask. Similarly, regions that support
motor and visual components of handwriting also respond stronger for the perception of handwritten letters than typed.

Visual

q Functional connections between visual and motor brain regions support handwriting in adults;
however, they appear to be mediated by parietal cortex.
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